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Ernest Kehr reports that the display of Swiss stamps prepared by
Berne for use by American philatelic exhibitions has been updated
with pages for all stamps issued during 1981 . It may be used without

charge.
Exhibition chairpersons who would like to borrow this exciting

display of 66 pages may obtain a reservation form and information by
sending a SASE to the Stamp News Bureau, P .O . Box 1, Richmond Hill,
NY 11419-0001, at least two months prior to exhibition dates.
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THE PRESIDENT'S
CORNER

HAR LAN STONE

The special Dec . 7 issue that Linn's Stamp News de-
voted to Swiss philately appears to have been a great
success in spotlighting AHPS . Within days, a dozen col-
lectors wrote for membership information, attracted by
the front-page article on AHPS services . The five other
articles prepared by AHPS members covered a broad range
of topics, some little written abouts Swiss hotel stamps,
handstamped revenues, franchise stamps, the Vaduz Castle
on Liechtenstein stamps, and a history of the Swiss PTT's
Philatelic Service Office . Linn's staff writers added ar-
ticles on the history of New Bern, N .C ., and the Swiss
Federal Railroad's postal cards.

John Ballard, our Western director, deserves our
thanks for a fine job of coordinating our contributions
to Linn's . Dale Eggen, our vice president and chairman
of our Swiss literature research group, is developing
plans to make these articles available to AHPS members
who do not subscribe to Linn's . Watch his column for de-
tails.

The Americanized Standing Helvetia that illustrated

AMERICAN HELVETIA

PHILATELIC SOCIETY

2nd NATIONAL CONVENTION

SEPAD
October 5-7, 1979, Philadelphia, PA .
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the opening article on AHPS is gradually becoming our of-
ficial emblem, by virtue of use and lack of competing de-
signs . Bob Zeigler, our past president, independently
chose to use it as part of the new flier he has prepared
for AHPS responses to inquiries for membership informa-
tion.

We first used this design on the cacheted covers we
mailed to every member during the AHPS national conven-
tion at SEPAD '79 in Philadelphia . The designer is Urs
Lang, in 1979 a Swiss high school student and part-time
employee in the stamp store of AHPS member Walter Abt of
Thun, Switzerland . Walter brought Urs to the SEPAD con-
vention.

My announcement last month that we have a chairman
for an AHPS national convention at FLOREX '82 was too
hasty . The Florida member who expressed interest has re-
considered . Since a letter I sent to the 18 AHPS members
in Florida turned up no other potential chairman, we will
proceed with plans to hold our fourth convention in an-
other section of the country next fall.
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APHILIA
TIONS

By

Dale Eggen

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR STaMpsHOW ' 82

STaMpsHOW is the annual meeting and national exhibition of the
American Philatelic Society (APS) to which we (AHPS) belong as an
affiliate . As such, we are required , at a minimum, to have a rep-
resentative at an affiliate meeting which is usually conducted as
a luncheon meeting, usually on a Saturday. The degree to which
AHPS participates in STaMpsHOW is limited only by the time and
effort our membership puts into participating.

This year, STaMpsHow is to be held in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, at
the Hyatt Regency House, from August 19-22.

Members living in the Milwaukee area or planning to travel to
the exhibition should contact me (address on the inside front cover
of TELL) if they would be willing to donate some time and effort
on behalf of our society. And those who would like to be respon-
sible for conducting and guiding our participation in STaMpsHOW
'82 should so indicate along with stating the degree of commitment
you would be willing to make.

Though it may sound a bit trite, it is true that the scope and
success of past AHPS efforts have been directly related to the
interest and willingness of members to participate . And the society
has many resources and access to others to help ensure the success
of any effort undertaken.

"The APS and You"

A new brochure entitled "The APS and You" is available . It
briefly describes the benefits of membership in APS, contains a
membership application, and includes a new rate schedule . Any of
our members who do not belong to APS are encouraged to join . I
will be happy to mail a copy of the brochure to anyone sending me
an SASE.

APS Affiliate Coordinating Committee

Barbara de Violini was chairman of the Affiliate Coordinating
Committee of APS . With her unfortunate passing, her husband has
consented to take over the position . Copies of all news releases
and information about special activities of AHPS not published in
TELL should be sent to Mr . Robert de Violini, P .O . Box 5025,
Oxnard, CA 93031 . Please also send a copy of any such correspond-
ence to me .
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THE POSTAL MARKINGS OF SWITZERLAND

AND LIECHTENSTEIN. Part 86.

By Felix Ganz

POSTAL ADMINISTRATION POSTMARKS ; I

Official mail within Switzerland, ever since the unified
postal system was inaugurated in 1848-50 (and in many in-
stances before) was carried without a fee . The free-frank
privilege applied to all levels of the postal administra-
tion, but also to a great number of government bodies,
from the Federal Council and the Houses of Parliament over
federal and cantonal offices, institutions and organiza-
tions down to communal offices, state university depart-
ments and even church authorities in those cantons where
state and church are not separated.

On mail abroad almost all of these offices, etc . are obli-
gated to affix postage stamps, and the same is true for
special services mail -- inland or abroad -- such as reg-
istered, COD, or special delivery items.

This chapter of the study on Swiss postmarks will limit
itself to those official postmarks utilized on mail from
postal administration offices, however, because these
markings are distinctly different from other Swiss postal
markings, while mail from official government branches at
all levels is almost always postmarked with regular town
cds, hand or machine.

One could make a general, albeit false observation that
postal administration postmarks are not struck in black,
but rather in blue ; but that would be incorrect on two
accounts : local post offices represent the postal admini-
stration's lowest level, by handling such items as dead
letter mail, forwarding of mail, advisorynotices, repIies
to inquiries, and the like -- and all such mail is post-
marked with the respective office's cds, in black ink;
and also because at least of late the blue color of the
postal administration's markings has varied from black
over purple to greenish, a fact unfortunately not visual-
demonstrable in this presentation.

Special postmarks are in use only at the eleven district
headquarters (I: Genéve; II: Lausanne; III: Bern;
IV: Neuchâtel; V: Basel; VI: Aarau; VII: Luzern; VIII: Zürich;IX: Sankt
Gallen ; X: Chur; XI: Bellinzona) and in the district some-
times called XII : the federal, central postal organiza-
tion, located principally at Bern, but with occasional
locations elsewhere . These often blue markings, dated and
circular strikes (and occasionally straightlines) are
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really service markings, and are affixed to official mail
from each one of the respective service branches or of-
fices on their interoffice mail, but also to private par-
ties if need arises (and rarely even on stamped mail a-
broad).

The revised edition of the Andres & Emmenegger Handbook
on Swiss Cancellations, 1843- 1907, and depicted mostly
in Groups 73, 81, 82 and 152 (from where many of these
illustrations are borrowed), lists an amazing variety of
such markings, but stops approximately prior to World War
One . Newer illustrations had to be hand reinforced be-
cause xerox copies and blue ink are not totallycompatible!

official postal markings fall into several categories:
I: Dateless Markings

a) Seal-like, negative strikes
b) Ornate, positive seal-like strikes, circ.
c) Oval strikes
d) Boxed strikes
e) Straightlines
f) Boxed FRANCO marks

2: Dated Markings
a) Boxed forms
b) Oval forms
c) Circular forms
d) Emergency strikes (Wanderstempel)
e) Philatelic Bureaus and Postal Museum

DATELESS MARKINGS
a) Seal-like, negative strikes

When these implements were used with wax, as seals,
they were struck on the back of letters or on documents;
but the same items were used with ink, and then they can
be found on the front of pieces of mail -- most often,
however, in the lower left corner and in the form of a
sending office's identification . Many of these strikes
are of the pre-stamp period ; but they occurred later as
well.
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Registered letter, 1900, from the Federal Directorate
of Posts, to the U .S . Positive, seal-like strike used as
"corner card," in French language . Since the letter went
abroad, it needed postage and therefore was registered and
canceled at the main Bern post office . (Inland letters
could bear only the office seal, and nothing else .)

b) Ornate, positive, seal like strikes . circular
Of these an enormous variety exists, from pre-

stamp days to the present . The following illustrations are
a mere sampling of what exists'

i) Without name of locality where office is located
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ii) With name of locality where office is located:

c) Oval strikes (occurring both with and withoutloc.

TO BE CONTINUED
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CIRCUIT MANAGER'S REPORT, 1980-81 SEASON

This last year forty-five members participated, receiving fifty-nine
booklets in thirty-one separate circuits . Last year, the circuit ser-
vice sustained a deficit because of a lost circuit ; this year it re-
turned a profit to AHPS of $125 .00.

From now on, circuit season will correspond to the calendar year and
will consist of two separate rounds, one in the spring and one in the
fall . We will suspend mailing during the summer months when most mem-
bers vacation and when the fewest new circuits are submitted for sale.

Respectfully submitted,
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Dear Members,
Our last auction of K, Z & S stamps was a huge success and as you

can see from the prices realized how much this type of material is in
demand

For this current auction I have put together quite a variety of
material that hopefully everyone will be able to find something that
you would like to own, and thus bid on . Please notice that I have had
many of the lots listed below expertized by noted Swiss experts so you
can be completely sure that what you are bidding for is authentic.

For this Auction 1 Sfr = .57i U .S . The closing date for Auction
#49 will be March 15, 1992 .









AUCTION ACTION
AHPS AUCTION RESULTS REPORTED BY GERRY DIAMOND

Results of Auction #47 - Closing date was August 15, 1981

Results of Auction #48 - Closing date was December 10, 1981
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MY FAVORITE
COVER

REPLIES INVITED ON MY LATEST VERY FAVORITE COVER

Felix Ganz

The authenticity of the delightful, combination-franked
"Buntfrankatur " letter (a light blue Rayon I, a yellow
Rayon II, and a red Rayon III with large figure 15 : Z#17
II, type 37; Z#16 II, type 38 ; Z#20, type 4) having been es-
tablished by proper authority and examination, questions
arise as fol- -
lows:
WHEN did the
Swiss postal
directorate
permit use of
Swiss stamps
to a foreign
destination?
And when did
foreign post-
al authori-
ties OK such
usage? I pos-
sess letters

	

Folded letter, with text, written in
of 1854, with	 Müllheim January 17, 1853, canceled in
Strubel is-

	

that town's p .o. on Jan .18 in black.
sues, and a

	

On reverse blue transit cds of Täger-
picture of a

	

weilen (19 JANV 1853) and Romanshorn
mixed Rayon/

	

(20/1) plus German distribution mark.
Strubel frank ;

	

There appears also a red ms. figure 6.
but none with
Rayons only had been seen by me previously, sent abroad.
Does the red, ms . "6" on the reverse indicate that the
postage was paid only to the border? But then, why 30 Rp.
postage for a letter weighing no more than the minimum
weight of ½ loth (¼ oz .) over a distance,
within Switzerland, which seems less than ten hours' marching time, or
second distance rayon (47 km, Müllheim - Romanshorn) and
cost only 10 Rp.?
If the letter was prepaid to Tübingen inWürttemberg, why
then is there no PD (paid to destination) or PP (postage
prepaid to be found on this letter?

And finally : why on earth did the letter travel to Romans-
horn, out of the way? Tägerweilen is on lower Lake Con-
stance, outside of the border town of Kreuzlingen, near
Constance (which of course was Baden, and NOT Württemberg ).
Did it go by ship to Friedrichshafen, in Württemberg????
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SLIDE SHOW

SWITZERLAND : A PANORAMA OF ITS POSTAL HISTORY AND STAMPS

Installment number 9, continuing the text
of Harlan Stone's slide show begun in May,
1979 (Vol . 5, No . 5, p . 101) . Part 8, cov-
ering slides 46-53, was published in the

September-December issue (Vol. VI, 1980,
p . 195).

54. Messanger and Monument Stamps

An extensive messenger and monument series of stamps began to appear
in 1960 . The lower denominations illustrate early Swiss means of for-
warding mail by foot messenger, pack mule and horse rider . The higher
values show architectural landmarks in each of the 22 cantons . Stamps

issued in 1963 as part of this series were the first in Switzerland
with phosphor coating for high-speed sorting of mail . These and sub-

sequent phosphorescent stamps are distinguished by violet threads in
the paper.

55. Pro Juventute Stamps

Switzerland's well-known Pro Juventute semi-postal stamps, issued to
raise funds for youth programs, have appeared every year on or about
December 1st since 1913, with the exception of 1914 . Proceeds from
the surtaxes go to the Pro Juventute Foundation, a national organiza-
tion formed to bring together more than 3,000 child welfare associa-
tions concerned with health and education . Similar designs have ap-
peared on these stamps year after year, making long series that run
in some cases for more than a decade . A great many of these Pro Ju-
ventute stamps show cantonal coats-of-arms, cantonal costumes, famous
Swiss personalities, flowers, insects and animals.

56. Butterfly Sheet

Among the Pro Juventute issues is this butterfly sheet, which
contains both se-tenant and tete-beche pairs of two stamps from the 1953
set . The stamps are arranged so that when the sheet is divided into
quarters, four panes of six stamps remain, each with a left-hand mar-
gin for binding them into stamp booklets . Each pane contains four red
20-centime stamps and two green 30-centime stamps .
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57 . Pro Patria Stamps

Equally famous Pro Patria semi-postal stamps have appeared every year

sine 1938 to commemorate Switzerland ' s national Day of Confederation

on August 1st . This date marks the anniversary of the declaration of
alliance in 1921 by the three cantons that formed the nucleus of the

present confederation . The surtaxes on these stamps provide money for

the country's charitable, civic and cultural organizations . These

stamps also run in long series, with similar designs often appearing

for several years in a row . Among the repeated subjects have been
places and monuments associated with Swiss history, different types
of regional houses, Swiss landscapes, fossils, coins, church frescoes,
and Roman artifacts.

58. National Fete Cards

Philatelic observances of the Day of Confederation actually started
in 1910, when the Swiss Postal Administration started issuing one or
more postal cards each year . The picture sides of these cards typi-
cally show historical, holiday, work and home scenes depicted by
Swiss artists who competed in annual design competitions . This 1911
card shows a battle scene from the Burgundy War of 1474 to 1477, when
the Swiss defeated Charles the Bold . These confederation festival
cards appeared up to 1938, when the Pro Patria stamps succeeded them.

59. Pioneer Flight Vignettes

Swiss airmail came into the philatelic spotlight in 1913 during a
series of 11 special flights held to promote aviation. The private
committees that organized these pioneer flights printed a commemora-
tive stamp for each one for use on the mail they carried . Although
the postal administration did not authorize the stamps, it did
permit the use of special postmarks on them, as shown on this card car-

ried from Bern to Burgdorf during the third flight that year . As a
result, these stamps are considered semi-official and the fore-
runners of Switzerland's later airmail stamps.
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60. Propeller Overprint

An official airmail stamp first appeared in Switzerland in 1919 when
the military airport outside Zurich started a regular airmail ser-
vice to Bern and later to Lausanne and Geneva . For prepayment of the
extra charge for this service, the postal administration overprinted
the 50-centime Helvetia with Sword stamp with a red winged propeller,
the symbol of military aviation in Switzerland . However, lack of pub-
lic use of this service led to its suspension after several months.
A second attempt at regular service began in 1920, with a 30-centime
overprinted stamp from the same series to send airmail from Basel to
Germany . This also failed to attract sufficient public use.

61. First Airmail Series

By 1923, when - planes were flying regular routes, not only within

Switzerland, but to other countries as well, the postal
administration decided it was time to begin issuing a definitive series of
airmail stamps . These bear several designs including early planes,
a pilot with goggles, the mythical Icarus in flight, and a winged
letter .
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Special stamps I

The centennial of the Gotthard Railway, four national institutions,
and an international union will be marked by special postage stamps
that Switzerland will release on February 18.

Celestino Piatti, veteran master artist of Basel, designed an
unusual triptych for the Gotthard Railway centenary . Forty-centime
values depicting an old steam locomotive and a modern electric one
flank an adhesive without franking which reproduces a detail from
the monument created by Vincenzo Vela for the Ariola Station to
memorialize the 307 men who gave their lives, and the 877 who were in-
jured during the tunnel's construction . The stamps, produced by
Courvoisier-Helio SA, are printed in sheets of six panes, five trip-
lets per pane, surrounded by margins inscribed , "100th Anniversary
of the Gotthard Railway, 1822-1982" in German, French, Italian and
Romansch.

Long recognized as one of the most important and spectacular rail
line on earth, it was envisaged as early as 1850 as a replacement
for the ancient surface trails over the Penine Alps . Nearly twenty
years elapsed before a treaty with Italy proposed construction . Then
in 1871, Germany, whose exports would go through Switzerland to
important Italian markets, joined the project . After necessary financ-
ing and engineering plans had been completed, construction finally
began in 1872, starting simultaneously from both ends of the moun-
tain.

At precisely 11 :15, on February 29, 1880, the blasters met inside
the mountain, having dynamited and bored through 9¼ miles of granite.
Incredibly, they had cut for a decade ; yet the joint was only off
thirteen inches horizontally and two vertically . In two years the
line was complete, and the first scheduled train went from Lucerne to
Milan on June 1, 1882, connecting the lands north of Switzerland to
the major towns in Italy.

The five values of Switzerland's publicity set are devoted to
important events . The 20-centime marks the centenary of the Swiss Ho-
teliers' Association . Designed by Peter Schiegg, of Basel, it de-
picts the group's emblem set against tiers of green hues to symbolize
various landscape regions . The association has been internationally
influential because it has raised the hotel industry to the highest
standards possible, making Swiss hoteliers recognized as the best in
the world.
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The Bern museum has more than 200 such specimens, including the
immortal Barry, the fabulous St . Bernard with his brandy cask who
saved so many snow-bound and lost travelers almost a century ago.
The stamp's design shows a sculptor's blade and calipers and frame
over half of which a feline 's pelt has already been draped.

The fifth stamp of the set (1 .10 francs) marks the centenary of
the Swiss Society of Chemical Industries, which was founded in Zurich
as an umbrella for the land's major producers of dyes, pharmaceuti-
cals and other chemicals . Over the years it not only concerned itself
with industrial innovations for domestic consumption and export, but
battled air and water pollution long before such matters became
worldwide problems . The design was produced by Edi Hauri of Basel.
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The 40-centime marks the 150th anniversary of the Swiss Federal
Gymnastic Society, founded to promote public health through body
improvement and, incidentally, to stimulate community spirit . With
a membership of more than 450,000 in all age groups, it sponsors
every kind of physical activity and competitive event, training
national champions for such international events as the Olympics.
The design is allegorical . The four Fs stand for the German words
meaning fresh, sincere, happy and free, forming the shape of a Swiss
Cross . The wavy lines to the right make the whole look like a flag.
It is the concept of Kurt Kaiser, of Aargau.

The 70-centime is devoted to the International Gas Union, whose
fiftieth anniversary convention will be held in Lausanne later this
year . The union was organized in 1932 to facilitate the international
exchange of members to make more efficient the use of natural and
manufactured gas as major sources of energy for industry, business,
and residence . Designed by Andre Bovey, of Lausanne, the stamp fea-
tures tongues of gas, like those on kitchen stoves, enclosing the
symbol of the Gas Union.

The 80-centime stamp is unique in that Bernese artist Claude Kuhn-
Klein's design symbolizes the exhibits in the Bern Museum of Natural
History, whose 150th anniversary is commemorated by the stamp . Opened
in 1832, this museum originally collected animal pelts and bird
plumage and stuffed them for display . In the 1920s, when Jonas Brothers
of Denver, Colorado, invented the modern art of mounting specimens
(later perfected by Carl Akeley of the American Museum of Natural
History), the Bern museum's director came to New York to study this
innovational technique . It produced a revolution in display methods.
The animal skin is meticulously measured to provide dimensions for a
sculptured frame in order to pose the creature naturally as it might
appear in its native habitat . Skins are carefully fitted and the
animals are set in dioramas with real or imitation flora against a
painted background so that viewers feel as though they are actually
seeing the beasts in their natural environments.
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BOOKMARKS

By Dale Eggen

Recent Articles

Postal History	 "Rütli: Chronik der Postelle, " by Werner

Liniger, POSTGESCHICHTE, 6/81 . In German.

History of Telegraph . . "Von der Eidgenossischen
Telegraphenwerkstätte zur Hasler AG,"by Ernst R. Haur,

POSTGESCHICHTE, 6/81 . In German.

Postal History	 "Kerzerz-Annexionsgeluste der Berner? " by
Paul E . Heiniger, POSTGESCHICHTE, 6/81 . In

German.

"Die Feldpost-Korrespondenz der schweiz.
Bewachungstruppen im Fürstentum Liechten-
stein, " by Werner Reinhardt, POSTGESCHICHTE,
6/81 . In German.

Postal History .

	

"Die Postgeschichte von Genf (VI), " by C.
LaBlonde, BBZ, 9/81 . In German.

Maximum Cards .

	

"Maximumkarten als Diskussionsstoff, " by
Gaudenz Muller, BBZ, 9/81 . In German.

Cancellations	 "Identification Numbers and Letters on Swiss
Date-Stamps, Part I, " by M . Rutherfoord, HNL
of GB, 9/81 . In English.

Ibid . Part II, 10/81 . In. English.

Strubels	 "The Insertion or Silk Threads, " by E . C.
Walton, HNL of GB, 9/81 . In English.

Postal Stationery

	

"Post(al) Card Types, 1888-1905, Part III,"
by Felix Ganz, HNL of GB, 9/81 . In English.

Ibid. Conclusion . 10/81 . In English

Standing Helvetia

	

"73D : presse manuelle et presse rapide, " by
P . Guinand, BBZ, 10/81 . In English.

Helicopter Flights .

	

"Postbeförderung mittels Helikopter im Winter
1979-80 und 1980-81," by R . Dischl, BBZ,
10/81 . In German

Fieldpost . .
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